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Create Your Personal Path for Success 
in Speech Language Pathology

SHELLIE BADER, MA, CCC-SLP
SHELLIE.BADER@EBSHEALTHCARE.COM

Our Agenda Today

• Welcome and Introductions

• What Opportunities are out there? 

• Help – I Still Have to Get into Grad School!

• Resume Hints and Analysis

• Employment Search Strategies

• Interview  Preparation – Let’s Practice!

• Licensure and Certification Requirements (Your State and ASHA)

• ASHA’s resources and Suggestions

Learner Outcomes

• Participants will be able to use strategies to increase graduate 
school opportunities

• Participants will be able to analyze their own resume and 
revise to improve job opportunities

• Participants will be able to utilize interview techniques that 
increase job offers 

• Participants will define state and national requirements for 
certification
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The Job Market for SLPs

• The opportunities are limitless!

• Current trends and forecasts

• The US Bureau of Labor Statistics reports 
excellent job opportunities in speech-language 
pathology with expected growth of 21% from 
2014 to 2024!!

• California and the rest of the nation

• The reality is there are more jobs than SLPs!

• Finding the best Clinical Fellowship 
Experience match for you

Help!  I Still Have to Get into Graduate School!

• What are Graduate Schools 
looking at?

• How can my application 
shine among a crowd?

• What are some of the 
greatest challenges or pitfalls 
preventing some from 
getting accepted?

Graduate Programs  Look at Different Aspects of You!

• GPA and GRE Scores – Primary Indicator for Many CDS Programs

• Letter of Intent/Personal Statement – Your Writing and 
Motivation for the Profession are the Focus

• Letters of Recommendation – Who Can Write Something 
Meaningful and Special About You?

• Personal Interview – Only Some Schools Include a Personal 
Interview
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How Can My Application Shine Among the 

• Superior grades DO matter!  Join study groups, work hard and take the extra steps to 
increase your GPA

• Prepare and practice for the GRE

• Your Letter of Intent can highlight personal experiences, achievements or 
characteristics; and explain weaknesses on other aspects of your application – with a 
positive “spin”

• Letters of Recommendation – Get to know a few professors so they know YOU and can 
write about your story and why you are a candidate who will do well in a graduate 
program and the profession

• Personal Interview – A great way to introduce yourself as a great candidate, especially if 
you have a weakness in another area, such a lower GRE or GPA

What are the Pitfalls to Avoid?

• Incomplete, Late, Disorganized or Careless Application Package

• Low GRE and/or GPA 

• Basic or generic Letter of Intent or Letters of Recommendation

• Re-application without demonstrated improvement

• Damaging Social Media

Prepare Your Resume

• Clean format; easy to read; outline with 
bullets and no pictures!

• Use Word to create and send electronically 
as a PDF

• Elaborate on particular experiences to 
showcase talents

• Include special skills and talents that  
employers would value

• Get a second opinion from a respected 
mentor or professional
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Other Resume Suggestions

• Education

• list in chronological order with the most recent listed first

• Don’t include your GPA, but do include special designations, honors 
and awards (Magna Cum Laude, Dean’s List)

• Clinical Experience – internships, externships, etc.

• Related Work Experience – only include unrelated positions if you were 
in a position of leadership or management

• Professional Organizations

Resume Review –
How do you Evaluate These Samples?

Work with a partner or two

Identify 3 aspects of each resume that 
would appeal to an employer

Identify 3 aspects of each resume that could 
be improved and write a sample revision

Let’s share your Suggestions!

Begin Your Search Early!

• Think about what is most important for YOU!

• Location?

• Caseload and Setting?

• Supervision/Mentoring?

• Compensation and Benefits?

• Professional Growth and Continuing Education Opportunities?

Remember that this is your foundation year and you don’t have to accomplish all 
your career goals during your CF!  

(In fact, that goal may not work out too well!)
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Where to Seek and Explore for SLP Positions

• Speechpathology.com

• ASHA Career Center

• Indeed.com

• State SLP Association Websites

• Absolutelyhealthcare.com

• Edjoin

Be sure to investigate the websites of the organizations you find.  Sometimes 
staffing companies will post with “inaccurate” or dated information!

You Got an Interview!  Now what?

• Be professional

• What to wear

• Timeliness

• Be prepared, stay confident and 
breathe!

• What will they ask?

• Clinical Issues and Experience

• Organization, communication and 
flexibility

• Personal qualities and goals

How Else Can You Do Well at Your Interview?

• Dress for success

• Arrive on time

• Lean in and other nonverbal communication strategies

• Learn about your employer and the work environment

• Be prepared with questions so you can learn more about what your job 
would be like with this particular employer

• Focus on how you will be an asset to the facility

• Be honest!  Stay positive!  Be yourself!
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Be Prepared to Ask Your Own Questions!

• Will they have a mentor for you and how is the mentor assigned?

• Caseload and location of placement?

• Training and orientation for new employees?

• Opportunities beyond clinical fellowship and for professional growth?

• Questions that show you are specifically interested in that employer

Remember that you are getting to know the employer as well – the 
interview is a two-way street!

Let’s Practice Interviewing!

• Select a partner

• You will each have a few minutes to interview and be interviewed

• Use some of these questions or make up your own:

• What areas of Speech Pathology interest you most?

• What is your experience with autism?

• How would you determine whether a child has a language difference or disorder?

• What steps would you take to assess a patient who is not cooperative or non responsive?

• What are your strengths and weaknesses?

• How would you collaborate with other professionals in the school (or hospital) setting?

• Describe a challenge you’ve had and how you overcame it for success?

The Clinical Fellowship 
Experience

WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR YOU?
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ASHA Defines the CF as…

“The transition period between being a student 
enrolled in a communication sciences and 

disorders (CSD) program and being an 
independent provider of speech-language 

pathology clinical services. The CF involves a 
mentored professional experience after the 

completion of academic course work and clinical 
practicum.”

Competent Grad Student  Independent Clinician

• Accumulated knowledge and specialized 
training in the field of communication 
disorders

• Has therapeutic and decision-making 
experiences in a few routine clinical 
contexts and under careful guidance of 
master clinicians

• Able to plan and implement treatment, 
administer standardized and informal 
assessment measures and interact 
professionally with team members

• Does not yet have ability to view, analyze 
and problem-solve in a multitude of 
clinical situations

• Able to integrate and apply knowledge to 
a variety of new and unique clients and 
situations

• Feels skilled and consistently able to 
independently make and modify clinical 
decisions with minimal or no guidance in 
most situations

• Recognizes when to ask for help or search 
for alternative solutions when presented 
with new clinical situations or client 
needs

• Functions independently and 
collaboratively to address long term goals 
for self, clients and facility team

ASHA Application for CCCs

• Before you start your CF Experience, go to 
http://www.asha.org/Certification/Certification-Standards-for-
SLP--Clinical-Fellowship/

• Upon completion of academic and practicum requirements, 
you may apply any time before, during, or after the 
completion of the Clinical Fellowship (CF) experience

http://www.asha.org/Certification/Certification-Standards-for-SLP--Clinical-Fellowship/
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State Licensure and Regulatory Requirements

• Beginning your CF experience is NOT a license to practice

• Become familiar with the requirements for licensure in the state that 
you plan on working in – it varies from state to state.  Go directly to 
the state Department of Health website or  ASHA’s State-by-State  
Guide www.asha.org/advocacy/state/

• Completing your Clinical Fellowship without also meeting your state 
licensure requirements may jeopardize your ability to practice

How To Assure a Successful 
CF Experience

HAVING A GREAT MENTOR AND LEARNING EXPERIENCE
MENTOR AND CF RESPONSIBILITIES

Your CF Supervisor Must Be a Great Mentor!

• Utilizes teaching, coaching, counseling and discipline

• Creates a safe, non-judgmental atmosphere

• Builds an effective supervisory relationship

• Promotes self-evaluation leading to self-supervision

• Helps you to develop critical thinking skills and reflective practice

• Remembers what it is like to be a first year clinician!

• Instills confidence, empowerment and dedication to your growth and 
development

http://www.asha.org/advocacy/state/
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Finding the Right Mentor/Supervisor

• Will my Employer Provide a 
Supervisor?

• Can I Find my own Mentor?

• How Do I Make Sure My Mentor is 
Qualified?

• Don’t all Mentors Know What to do?

Many Employers Provide a Supervisor

• …but the employer may not understand the clinical 
fellowship experience and need for mentoring

• Then how can you assure that it is the RIGHT mentor?  
Be proactive and ask questions!
• Does the mentor have a full-time caseload?

• How long has that person mentored clinical fellows?

• How are mentors selected?

• Can I meet the mentor early?

Can I find my own mentor?

• Yes!  

• Ask the same questions!

• It is against ASHA ethical 
code for a CF to pay their 
mentor 

• http://www.asha.org/certifi
cation/SelectingCFMentor/

http://www.asha.org/certification/SelectingCFMentor/
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And ALWAYS Verify your 
Mentor’s Certification!

VERIFY THE CURRENT CERTIFICATION STATUS OF YOUR MENTOR BEFORE 
BEGINNING THE EXPERIENCE. DO NOT RELY ON THE WORD OF THE 

MENTORING SLP THAT THEY ARE CERTIFIED—CONFIRM IT AT 
HTTP://WWW.ASHA.ORG/CERTIFICATION/CERT-VERIFY/ 

OR CONTACT THE ASHA NATIONAL OFFICE AT 1-800-498-2071

Things to Remember!

• Experience completed under the supervision of a non-certified 
individual will not count toward the CF time period

• Your CF Mentor may not be related to you

• You may not provide compensation in return for mentoring

Your Ethical Responsibilities

• “The ASHA Code of Ethics is a framework and focused guide for 
professionals in support of day-to-day decision making related to 
professional conduct. ”

• 4 Ethical Principles that guide our practice

• Principle I - Hold paramount the welfare of persons they serve professionally

• Principle II - Honor their responsibility to achieve and maintain the highest level of 
professional competence and performance

• Principle III - Honor their responsibility to the public and shall provide accurate 
information

• Principle IV - Maintain collaborative and harmonious interprofessional and intra-
professional relationships

http://www.asha.org/Certification/cert-verify/
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Ethical Dilemmas

• What if you are asked by your employer to supervise a SLPA while you’re a CF?

• What if you are asked to provide services for a child who does not need SLP support?

• An ESL student who is age-appropriate in first language

• A preschooler with a lisp in a private practice

• Conversely – what if you are told to dismiss students that need your support?!

• What if your mentor does not review your treatment plans, assessment and progress 
reports?

• What if your CF mentor tells you that you’re doing fine so no direct support is 
necessary?

• Can you see a child for private services who is also on your caseload at a public school?

Working with a Team and Collaboration

• Ethical Principle IV – Collaboration and harmony with our colleagues! 

• How do we put this into practice?

• Forging constructive interpersonal relationships 

• Setting aside time so we can honor our commitments

• Sharing information, expertise, observations and reflections 

• Developing a sense of belonging and membership in a professional 
community 

Collaboration…

• Is voluntary

• Requires parity among participants

• Is based on mutual goals

• Depends on shared responsibility for 
participation and decision making

Individuals who collaborate 

• Share their resources

• Share accountability for outcomes
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What can a new clinical fellow do to start?

• Observe the culture of the facility

• Seek to develop trusting relationships from Day One

• Recognize and honor differences in style, perspective, priorities, 
background and experience

• Develop shared goals and responsibilities

• Knowing our own strengths and weaknesses and learning to build skills 
where needed – to meet the unique expectations of the team

Some Final Suggestions

• This will be your CF Experience – be proactive and make the most of it!

• Maintain copies of all CF, licensure and credentialing paperwork

• Keep your CCCs, license and credential current, even when you’re not 
working or in a different work environment where you don’t need all of 
them!

ASHA Resources for You!

• The Student to Empowered Professional (S.T.E.P.) is a virtual online mentoring program 
where mentees and mentors communicate to address a short- or long-term goal via e-
mail,  phone, text, or social media. http://www.asha.org/students/mentoring/step/

• Graduate Student Scholarships! https://www.ashfoundation.org/grants/Graduate-
Student-Scholarship/

• Finding a Graduate Program:  http://www.asha.org/edfind/

• Finding a Position:  http://www.asha.org/careers/

http://www.asha.org/students/mentoring/step/
https://www.ashfoundation.org/grants/Graduate-Student-Scholarship/
http://www.asha.org/edfind/
http://www.asha.org/careers/
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Thank you!
SHELLIE BADER, MA, CCC-SLP

SHELLIE.BADER@EBSHEALTHCARE.COM
1 800-578-7906


